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Following the  
Entrepreneurial
Spirit

IF THERE’S ONE WORD to sum up an entrepreneur, 
it’s indefatigable, and according to alumna Maura 
Griffin, it’s because “you have to want to do all 
parts of the business.” Maura is Founder and CEO 
of Blue Spark Capital Advisors in New York 
City, where she lives with her teenage son. Blue 
Spark is not Maura’s first business, however.  
Her tireless passion manages to percolate into 
whatever she is doing, making every experience 
something she takes with her to the next. 

“Academy World” caught up with Maura in her 
Madison Avenue office overlooking the city  
to learn about her entrepreneurial journey.

Getting Paid to Do Good
After moving back to the states, Maura worked in 
the corporate investment world. She held high-
ranking positions at UBS, Citigroup and Capital 
Group. It was there that she honed her already 
innate money management skills. Maura also 
attended Columbia Business School, where she 
earned a master’s degree in finance.

“I was thinking about what I was going to do 
next when I found out about being able to create 
your own business being a fee-only fiduciary, 
which means I’m paid for my expertise and my 
advice,” Maura explained. “Sometimes it’s 
project-based or it’s a percentage of assets under 
management, so I don’t get paid anything for 

recommending a certain fund. I create portfolios 
that are right for the client’s individual situations 
and I get nothing else out of that. It incentivizes me 
to do the right thing. That’s the beauty of this. It’s 
very important to me.” 

Realizing Your Niche 
After three years of being in business as Blue  
Spark Capital Advisors, which includes about  
50 clients and up to $30 million of assets under
management, Maura said it’s been successful 
beyond her expectations. She attributes it to 
working 20 hours per day when necessary, being 
fully committed, being authentic, and realizing 
who her target market is. 

“I raised a child on my 
own. I was divorced fairly 
early on in my marriage. 
My clients are women who 
have been widowed, 
divorced or are single and 
perhaps adopted a child, or 
never had children. They’re 
business owners. I have 
families and single men as 
well. But the niche really is 
taking care of women,” 
Maura explained. “Women 
tend not to have the ease 
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with their financial lives that men have had. 
Perhaps someone else had always made those 
decisions in the past and suddenly they’re making 
those decisions for the first time on their own.”

Finding an Outlet 
Maura said she was born with an entrepreneurial 
streak a mile wide. As an inquisitive reporter in 
Vermont in the late 80s, she began a business 
buying and selling antiques. “That was my outlet 
on the side. I would go to auctions and buy things 
to resell in stores in Stowe and different tourist 
areas,” Maura said. 

At the time, writing was also her outlet. A 
Georgetown University graduate, Maura worked 

“What drew me to journalism initially 
was being curious — wanting to  
know about lots of different things  
and that’s why I loved journalism.” 
 — MAURA GRIFFIN
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for the Associated Press in Montpelier, Vt. 
“What drew me to journalism initially  
was being curious — wanting to know about lots 
of different things and that’s why I loved journalism. 
A lot of those skills translate — knowing how  
to research, knowing how to ask questions, 
knowing how to connect with people — that’s a 
large part of my job right now.” 

Slight Detour Ahead 
In the early 90s, Maura went to Czechoslovakia 
with the intention of staying for a few months 
before returning to the states to attend graduate 
school. She ended up staying for six years. She 
worked as a writer and editor, at first. The bulk of 
her time was spent on a business venture. 

“Four friends and I opened the Globe Bookstore 
and Coffeehouse in Prague. It still exists and is 
highly successful some 20 years later,” said Maura. 

“It was a time when Czechoslovakia was going 
through enormous changes. It was just before the 
split into Czech Republic and Slovakia. It was 
very early post-communist and they were new to 
everything. Americans could come in and if  
you had a brush with marketing or knew a little 
bit about journalism, it was more than they  
knew because they had been in a closed society 
for so long. So we saw there weren’t a lot  
of great bookstores or there was no bookstore 
coffeehouse and it was starting to become 
popular here, so we created this mix and people 
loved it.” 

The Emotion of Money 
When asked what excites her about her work, 
Maura replied, “Every day is different and I love my 
clients.” She described her clients as friends. She 
cares about them and wants to help them. “To see 

someone bewildered and unsure and not know 
what to do next and then to create a relationship of 
trust and see the appreciation that they have,  
it’s rewarding.” 

Maura explained that many people have 
difficulty talking about money issues. She is often 
the voice of reason for her clients. “Money  
is so wrapped up in emotion. Clients who have 
inheritances or are going through divorce can  
have guilt or anger associated to the money,” said 
Maura. “I help them validate the emotion, but  
help them to do smart things with the money.” 

Seeing the Twist 
There are some traits that can be recognized as 
entrepreneurial. Entrepreneurial thinking, spirit 
and mindset are also ways to describe the person 
who may display such traits. Maura said to be 
successful you need to have a lot of ideas and think 
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you like them and when you can communicate 
with them. With me, it can be men, but it’s  
often women.” 

When making referrals for an estate-planning 
lawyer, an insurance agent, a small business 
lawyer, or an accountant, Maura taps into her 
network that she’s built through attending 
women’s conferences and advisory groups. 

“I think women often can communicate in  
a very different style than men, and when we can 
support each other there’s nothing wrong  
with that. It’s like saying business owners from 
Philadelphia all get together,” Maura shared. 

Maura enjoys networking because it helps  
her business, her clients, and a new contact’s 
business as well. “There’s a women’s advisory 
conference I attend and in many ways it’s  
an instant bond, particularly with other women 
entrepreneurs with small companies. We get  
each other,” she said.  
 

Blue Spark employs five people, including fellow 
Georgetown graduate and Maura’s second  
cousin, Matt Carey, as partner. Maura keeps her 
work-life in balance as a devoted soccer mom  
(no business calls on the soccer fields) to her son, 
Calvin, who will attend Georgetown University  
next fall. She unplugs by practicing yoga and 
meditation and enjoying quality time with family 
and friends. Find Maura on the web series  
Consuelo Mack WEALTHTRACK (wealthtrack.com), 
where she discusses money management  
strategies. She also appeared in the August 2014 
issue of “USA Today” for earning the Women’s 
Choice Award for Financial Advisors. 

outside the box. “Part of it is seeing something 
that other people don’t see,” she explained.  

“The desire to see those ideas and to think, ‘Hey,  
I could do that, but with a little twist.’ Like  
what we did in Prague with the Globe. There were 
bookstores, but not for the backpackers coming 
through, or the students, who could trade books. 
Also no other bookstore was combined with  
a coffeehouse.” 

Maura said other essential traits are grit, 
instinct and gut feelings. “You also need to have  
a fairly thick skin because there’s going to be  
a lot of ups and downs and you’re going to have  
to power through the failure,” she said.

It Takes a Network 
“None of us works individually,” Maura said. 
“It’s all about helping each other. That’s how 
business thrives, and honestly I think that’s one of 
the reasons for my success. “What I’ve found  
as a business owner, you work with people, you 
support people, and they support you, when  

/  Investigate the why. List  
why this idea could succeed 
and why it could fail, then 
decide to move on or not. 

/  Read everything about  
your industry, associated 
industries and industries  
your clients may have been 
previously connected. 

/  Imagine yourself in that 
business and get in the 
mindset of what it would 
be like. 

/  Network to find out who  
is going to help support you 
and who you are going to  
help support. 

/  Think about what’s next  
if your idea works out and 
what’s next after that. 

/  Find a mentor, which  
could be one person or the 
collective advice of a group. 

/  Know the financial 
component, especially the 
profit and loss statement. 

/  Understand your clients, 
research them, and look  
at the business through  
their eyes. 

Tips to Spark 
Success: 
Maura’s Advice  
for the  
Entrepreneur 

“Clients who have inheritances or are going through  
divorce can have guilt or anger associated to the money.  
I help them validate the emotion, but help them to do  
smart things with the money.” — MAURA GRIFFIN 
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